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Marcus Miller - Laid Black (2018)

  

    01. Trip Trap (6:59)  02. Que Sera Sera (6:04)  03. 7-T's (5:56)  04. Sublimity “Bunny's
Dream” (6:44)  05. Untamed (4:48)  06. No Limit (5:36)  07. Someone To Love (4:42)  08. Keep
'Em Runnin (5:19)  09. Preacher's Kid (7:43)    Marcus Miller - Bass, Clarinet (Bass), Clavinet,
Drums, Fretless Bass, Guitar, Keyboards, Organ,   Percussion, Sax (Alto), Synthesizer, Vocals,
Wurlitzer Piano   Alex Bailey - drums, percussion  Brett Williams - keyboards  Russell Gunn -
trumpet  Alex Han - alto saxophone  +  Patches Stewart - trumpet   Trombone Shorty - trumpet,
trombone  Kirk Whalum - soprano saxophone, tenor saxophone  Take Six - vocals  Jonathan
Butler - guitar  Selah Sue - vocals    

 

  

Miller Time, Marcus Miller’s three-hour exploration of the funky side of jazz, as the legendary
bassist puts it, has become appointment radio for me. If I’m in my ride on a Sunday evening, I’m
flipping over to Sirius radio station 67 to check out Miller Time.

  

Miller, who has worked with the likes of Miles Davis, Luther Vandross, Aretha Franklin, Eric
Clapton and Meshell Ndegeocello, has view of jazz that is rangy and iconoclastic yet respectful
to the art form’s traditions. He is after, all, the cousin of Wynton Kelly, who played the piano on
“Freddy Freeloader,” the second song on Davis’ Kind of Blue. All of this explains why a Miller
Time segment can include a hard bop classic such as Horace Silver’s “Song for My Father,” and
then something straight funky from Incognito. Miller draws on his encyclopedic knowledge of
jazz, funk, soul and hip-hop to educate listeners on how it all fits together. He’ll chuckle, ‘ha-ha’
when the tune ends if he’s really feeling it.

  

Miller chuckles at the end of “Trip Trap,” the live number that opens his upcoming album Laid
Black. This cut finds Miller flipping the script on the hip-hop crowd by incorporating the
percussive elements of Trap music - mainly its use of hi-hats, 808 kick drums into an improvised
jazz setting. The cut features Miller showing why he remains one of the most creative
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improvisors on the bass and then ends with a freaky jam session between the keyboardist and
horn player gives way to audience applause and Miller’s signature chuckle.

  

The second track on Laid Black, “Que Sera Sera,” is a tune Miller heard Doris Day sing both on
the big screen and on her TV sit-com that ran from 1958 – the year before Miller was born –
until 1973, when Sly and the Family Stone made the funkified cover version that the bassist
reprises. Miller’s version finds the band wrapping a combination of slow driving blues funk, jazzy
horns and sanctified backing vocals around Belgian singer Selah Sue’s wistful vocals.

  

Another remake finds Miller reimagining Earth, Wind & Fire’s “Runnin’,” an instrumental that
served as a showcase for Verdine White’s bass work on that legendary band’s All ‘n All album.
Miller transforms the track into a hip-hop cut where his percussive and percolating creativity on
the bass serves as the focal point.

  

“Sublimity, ‘Bunny’s Dream,” finds Miller returning the theme of his 2015 project Afrodeezia,
where he collaborated with musicians west and north Africa, Brazil and the Caribbean to honor
the ancestors brought from the Motherland to these shores during the trans-Atlantic slave trade.
“Sublimity” sports a gentle swing and finds Miller laying back and fitting in with west African
styled percussion.

  

As is always the case with a Marcus Miller project, Laid Black reveals him as an artist as
comfortable with a finger on the pulse of what is going on now as he is serving as caretaker of
tradition. It’s another highlight in a career filled with highlights. Strongly Recommended.
---Howard Dukes, soultracks.com

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):
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https://yadi.sk/d/AyHx_aG53ZbgR7
http://www.mediafire.com/file/jd8r384a0u57w3m/MrcsMllr-LB18.zip/file
https://ulozto.net/!XhLJpWkZLiGq/mrcsmllr-lb18-zip
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/N6CU/M4bjw9fw4
http://ge.tt/4PjJykq2
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